To Have Third Women's Dormitory

LUCY PATTERSON

New Traffic Rules Listed to Avoid Congestion

The grape leaf hopper, a destructive insect to grape vines, is having a hard time this season.

Hutson Dooms Leaf Hoppers

New Fumigant Is Used For Extermination.

The grape leaf hopper, a destructive insect to grape vines, is having a hard time this season.

Prof. Ray Hutson, head of the entomology department at Michigan State college, was the leader of an attack on this destructive pest. Professor Hutson met with the grape growers of Livonia and Plymouth, Michigan, and they agreed to experiment to control the grape leaf hopper.

The experiment is being conducted for the first time in the United States, and the men in charge of the experiment are hopeful that it will be an effective means for the control of this pest.

Representatives sent by the Welsh Grape Juice company and other prominent growers of grape juices were on hand to view the experiment.

MSC Alumnus Will Succeed Delmer La Voie

Naming of E. L. Benton, formerly county agricultural agent of Tuscola county, as an extension specialist in animal husbandry, puts a new man in the place of Delmer H. LaVoie, knows throughout the state for his work at Michigan State college in the livestock industry.

LaVoie resigned recently to accept a position as director of public relations for the National Live Stock and Meat Board which has headquarters in Chicago.

Benton has been Tuscola county from his office at Caro since 1934, and it is known that he was a teacher of agriculture in the high school at HUDSON. He is a graduate of Michigan State college.

Two other changes in the state follow the Benton appointment to the position.

Walter Succeeds Benton

Walter Sibert, graduate of Tuscola college in 1928, succeedes Benton at Tuscola county agricultural agent. Walter Sibert is a native of Tuscola county and has been in the soil conservation service for years.

The new agent was on the high school at Blissfield, and the part of the county he is in charge of is the farmlands in the valley.

Traffic regulations on the campus, to be put in force September 10, will be markedly different from those of former years. A new system of traffic control, according to Chief of Police Rand, has been made necessary by the rapidly increasing student body and the lack of parking facilities.

Two major changes have been made in the rules. All students will have to be parked on the large parking lot and the entire portion of the college campus will become a campus driving area.

Chief Rand said the new traffic rules have been designed to lessen the number of accidents and prevent congestion on the new campus drive.

The parking lot for the students will be located just off Farm Lane, behind the Engineering building. Students who operate vehicles on the campus are required to park the cars at the college police office.

I Will Say Little Red Hen But Why Hen Disputes Her

One little white hen has taken temporarily at least the egg laying crown from a little red hen in the 16th annual Michigan egg laying contest now in its 11th month on the M.S.C. campus.

The leading bird is one in a pen owned by the Foreman poultry farm of Lowell, Michigan. The foreman owned, Mr. F. G. Foreman, explained, the egg laying contest is a special department of the Michigan poultry and livestock contest.

The leading hen has laid 362 eggs rating 342.8 points. The Wagman Bird company, now has laid 362 eggs for 342.8 points.

For entire period the hen ranked first in the best, the Wagman Bird company, now has laid 362 eggs for 342.8 points. But why the difference? The eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company were not the same type as the eggs laid by the lead hen.

The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company. The eggs laid by the lead hen were not the same type as the eggs laid by the Wagman Bird company.
HUNGARIAN PROF. IMRE DE RAZZO
STOPS AT MCA; LANDS CAMPUS BEAUTY

By RALPH NORMAN

Though he's a Hungarian professor of agriculture, Imre De Razzo shares local enthusiasm for the beauty of the Michigan State college campus.

And Prof. Razzo is qualified to have opinions on agricultural colleges, for he has visited most of the agricultural schools since last October.

Traveling as a Jeremiah Smith fellow, he is studying agricultural engineering in the State University, and one of the highlights of his study has been a tour of the campus.

At the Lansing State, Prof. Razzo was associated with Prof. E. C. Knox, of the agricultural engineering department, and he studied the college farms and agricultural engineering laboratories.

Ohio Nine Too

"The Michigan State campus," according to a student at the University of Corvallis, Ore., "is as large as the Ohio State campus.

Prof. Razzo has been on his rounds for the past month, and he says that the beauty of the campus is a matter of pride with the students there.

The campus of the University of Corvallis is much more compact than that of the Michigan State, but the students there take pride in the beauty of the campus.

Prof. Razzo also found the agricultural engineering department of the University of Corvallis to be very well equipped.

He visited the laboratory of the University of Corvallis and the Agricultural and Mechanical College, and was pleased to find the students there working hard on their assignments.

College Receives

New Gear Shaper

A new gear shaper was presented to the Michigan State College Union by the Michigan State University, Department of Agriculture.

The shaper is a valuable addition to the machine shop of the agriculture college, and will be used for the production of gears and other metal parts.

The University of Washington has received a WPA grant of $40,590 to improve recreational facilities there. The grant will be used to construct a new recreation area, including a swimming pool, a playground, and other facilities.

During the summer, the Michigan State College Union will be able to host more events and activities for its members.
WPA Financed Survey Being Conducted By Hayworth in Speech Department

With the beginning of a new year, in January, 1938, a plan began brewing in the mind of Prof. Donald Hayworth of Michigan State. This plan was to become a reality, for in April of the year it had grown to the size of a carefully thought out, well organized and up-front project. The federal government had allotted $30,000 for the organization of a new type of WPA program, a speech survey, at Michigan State.

What is a speech survey? What do the students of the college themselves have turned out to be genuine pies in this case for theoretical data is gathered by observing the use of the speech classrooms and by giving them some more tests before and after the public speaking courses. As it is carried out now the

Outlook Poor
For Thimblecups
This Season

Only Two Vets Back
As Squad Faces Heavy Season With 12 Meets

By CHARLES WELLS,

With only two major lettermen back and three minor lettermen returning from last year, cross country begins the new year as it was last year at this time. It will be in the hands of Harvey Bailey, son of New York city, and Richard Babcock of Buffalo, N. Y., who are the major lettermen. Bailey and Babcock junior from Wataugah, Ohio, Roy B. Feburch junior from Central Ohio, and William Allman, from South Haven, are the others returning.

These non-returners who have been invited to return when

TENNIS TOURNAMENT RESULTS

FIRST ROUND

Women: (Lowe) defeated (Means); (Hale) defeated (Chapin); (Chapin) defeated (Simmons); (MacDonald) defeated (Means); (Koon) defeated (Lowe).

SECOND ROUND

Women: (Lowe) defeated (Means); (Hale) defeated (Chapin); (Chapin) defeated (Simmons); (MacDonald) defeated (Means); (Koon) defeated (Lowe).

THE GRIDIRON
Just East of Krueger's

COMMUNITY PERSONALS

Don Huchser, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Huchser, has been visiting in Slippery Rock, Pa., and will be home immediately.

Mrs. D. S. R. Brown has been visiting in South Haven for the past several weeks and will remain there until September 3.

Mr. John E. Christenson, 148 East Huron, has moved into his new home in Nettin, Nebraska. He is expected to return by September 6.

The HU class in summer school gave a farewell luncheon Wednesday noon at Hunt's Food Store for Mr. W. G. Badenhop who is leaving Friday to spend a year in Germany studying that language. The class presented the guest with a gift.

Mrs. C. N. Allen has been in Chicago for a meeting of the Michigan branch of the American Association of journalists which will be held August 23-28.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen have been visited by Mrs. R. W. Brown, former Mrs. Ruth B. East Lansing State Bank.

A son, James Allen, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Brown, 112 W. First, on August 25. Mrs. Brown was formerly Mrs. Rollie East Lansing.

The Marie Shop at 285 E. Grand River ave. is going out of business. The shop is operated by Miss Marie Valeris. The final clearance will be Saturday.

Annual conference of Michigan postmasters sponsored for the fall term at Michigan State College by the state postmasters' organization, was held Sept. 15 to 16.

Mr. W. D. Beal is visiting his brother John, a postmaster in Janetville, and will live at 311 Green St., until October 30.

Miss Dorothy Humby of Petoskey and Grand Rapids left recently to spend a week with her parents in Whitehall.

Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Stocking of Michigan State College will travel on a honeymoon trip to Europe and are expected to return in three weeks from the East where they have been visiting.

Mrs. Dorothy J. Stephenson, 1060 Ottawa, Alto, has returned to East Lansing following a two-week vacation in Washington, D. C.

Mrs. and Mrs. H. E. Stocking, 444 Kimball St., are on a three-week visit to their friends in the northwestern part of the United States and visiting the Canadian territory. They will visit Spokane, Seattle, Vancouver, and Prince Rupert.

Mrs. Anna Jean Robertson of Mr. and Mrs. James Robertson, 222 East St., has been in Chicago for the past week where she will spend two weekend visiting friends.

The G. A. N. D. of Park Lane are expecting guests from Traverse City. They were end
Stars Lose Game Played Under Floodlights

Sturgis Hurler Sets State Boys Back With 3 Hits; Miller Stars

Playing under floodlights for the first time this season the College All-Stars suffered their second straight loss of the week. Wednesday night at Sturgis. The final score was 2-1.

Southpaw Bill Miller, brother of the left hander on State's 38 club hurled the distance for the All-Stars, allowing only 3 hits and striking out 12. A tendency towards wildness and the failure of his mates to garner more than 2 hits off pitcher Powers of the Sturgis club proved to be young Miller's downfall. Miller will offer State as a freshman this fall.

Pilcher's Battle

The game was a pitcher's battle all the way with Powers prevailing little less brilliant but a little more steady than his opponent. Powers struck out six while allowing 3 hit bases. Diebold, Kovacich and Miller accounted for the All-Star 3 hits with Kovacich scoring the only run of the game.

Tuesday, evening the All-Stars met at Pentwater. Frigidity of playing 6-2 a in twilight game. Bill and Bill Miller due to the pitcher for the All-Stars giving up 6 runs, and after 6 consecutive runners were on the bases. Miller began to set the turning point. The game was decided in the 5th inning with Eddie Pilcher former State star, getting the winning hit. Miller led the State batters, getting a triple and a double in three times.

Norris Downs Olson in Two Straight Sets

One of the boys that Track Coach Ralph H. Young expects a lot from next year is St zipper. He came up from Kalamazoo last year. zipper is a good student, having won a State track scholarship. He is a good student and he doesn't care that long stick to his mind, when he jumps.

Winners of the tournament, to be held on M.C.C. courts. The first and second round were played today, and the third round and the doubles will be played in the next two days.

Slick Jumper

The former State star got his 6 hits in the Michigan Closed tournament from the best of 3 in 3 straight sets. Norris took the first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1. Norris took his first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1. Norris took his first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1. Norris took his first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1. Norris took his first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1. Norris took his first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1. Norris took his first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1. Norris took his first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1. Norris took his first two, and the second 6-2, 6-1.

Tackles Needed to Balance Otherwise Strong State Team

It won't be long before Charley Bartlam starts misplacing his hat again. As soon as the football season gets under way dead earnest and the Spartan mentor begins to have girfriend worries of the dirtest sort he knows his hat on the average of three times a day.

This week the Spartan gridders were invited back for early spring practice which begins September 8. A dearth of linemen is staring Bartlam and his assistants in the face, and an immediate search for capable tackles will be the first serious issue on the fall program.

Ernie Brewer and George Garret, converted ends from last year's team may go a long way toward filling the gaps at tackle according to End-coach Tom King who has been watching them in daily workouts.

A multitude of guards headed by "Rocky" Bowsher and "Dawg" Williams will make "Daily" Dold's new job tough enough in the backfield for his body to keep the ball. Centers are also plentiful with guards.

One Nelson and Mike Knecht, with the aid of Dave Dietz, the former two from Danville ought to take care of the ends fairly well.

Prospects in the backfield are better than usual in the Spartan gridders, caused more by the departure from the team of the last season than by actual replacement. "Billie" of the "G-men" Johnny Wink can still work out of a road job by the light of a car, and Saup can still out distance any veteran backs back into action.

Among the most promising in State line, Steve Straw, who kicked exceptionally good in the New Year's day game at Miami, Ulf Haney, the Tennessee player, and his fellow backfield man, have shown sufficient talent so far for him to hope for a good running mate George Kovacich. Gene Ciolek, the boy that made that long punt against Michigan last year, will be in there doing a lot of kicking and throwing again this year.

Ab Ellsworth, who was the Spartan punter on the iron men aggregation coached by Jimmy Crowley, is making a bid for a position on the Detroit Lions this year. Ab has been playing rug by football in the Canadian leagues since he graduated from Michigan State.

Advertisers make this newspaper possible. They will appreciate your patronage.—Ab.